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Components & Main Setup

4 Player Aids
24 Chest tokens

61 Cards:
20 Pirate cards (2 new suits)
7 Treasure cards
2 Monkey cards

5 Hero cards
8 Merfolk cards (new suit)
8 Tentacle cards 
6 Cursed Pirate cards
3 Quest cards
2 cards with 3 Legendary
   Achievements + 1 Port

Components
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Most of the setup from Ruthless remains the same, but there are a few changes when 
playing with the expansion:

Place the top 5 cards of the Treasure deck face up beside the deck to form a Treasure 
discard pile.

If you are playing with the expansion suits, construct the Pirate deck as described in 
the New Suits section (see p. 5). 

When preparing the stacks of Prize tokens, replace the Port tokens (1 NP) with the 
new Chest tokens for the first two rounds. Place one Chest face down for each player 
and for each round. Example: 2x 2 Tokens in a 2-player game.

• 4-player game: For the remaining three stacks, replace the 1 NP Rum Prize
tokens with Chests.

• 2-player game: If you are using any of the expansion modules, the game lasts
five rounds. Make two stacks of two random Chest tokens for the first two
rounds and three stacks of two Prize tokens (6 NP and 3 NP) for the remaining 
three rounds.
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Main Setup
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The individual player setup remains the same as for the core game. Each module has 
additional setup instructions in the respective sections of this rulebook.

Main Setup
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Leaders
All Pirate cards with Notoriety Points (NP) are known 
as Leaders.

New Rule: If the Tavern Row contains 4 or more 
Leaders, put all cards in the Tavern Row into the 
discard pile and refill the Tavern Row from the deck.

The Leaders have big egos and may never be Swapped or Ordered (see New Powers, 
p. 14). However, you may use the Brawl command to move them to the Pirate
discard pile.

Turn Order
New  Rule: The player with the lowest Strength in the ‘Assembling raiding parties’ 
phase will be the first player in the next round. If you cannot break the tie in the usual 
way, break it in favour of the last player in turn order.

Setups for your initial games using the expansion
We recommend using one of the following setups when you first start. This will walk 
you through the new Powers and allow you to focus on the new combinations.

From the Deep
Learn the new Powers

• new setup rules
• new Treasures
• all three new suits (Hanged, Helm

and Merfolk)
• Enter the Kraken

Heroic Quests
Discover new ways to score
and gain bonus actions
• new setup rules
• new Treasures
• Chests and Quests
• Heroes & Heroines
• Enter the Kraken

Once you have played through each of these setups, you can mix and match them as desired.

Core Rule Changes

New Rule: In Rounds 1 and 2, all players compare the Strengths of their Raiding 
Parties. The player with the strongest Raiding Party looks at the Chests and chooses 
one, then the player with the next strongest Raiding Party chooses a Chest, and so on.

If a tie cannot be resolved using the usual first two 
steps, break it in favour of the last player in turn order.
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1. New Treasures

Modules

The remainder of this rulebook overs each of the modules separately. 

You can add the new Treasure cards into all games 
of Ruthless. Shuffle together all the Treasures in 
the core game with the new Treasures, to form 
the Treasure deck.

Low Luck Variant:
If your game group prefers to minimize the role luck plays, you can modify the Treasure 
deck as desired. We recommend removing the Potatoes and Map Treasure cards. It is 
advisable to leave in the Rum cards if you’re playing with the Kraken or the Cursed.

When constructing the Pirate deck with new suits, 
use two or three of the new suits, then add the 
corresponding number of additional suits for the 
player count: 

The Hanged and the Helm  suits are similar 
to those in the core game, but many of the Pirates have  
new Powers (see New Powers, p. 14).

The Merfolk are a new type of Pirate with a dual 
rank concept. This gives you extra flexibility in the 
‘Assemble Raiding Parties’ phase. Six of the Merfolk 
have two ranks (1/7, 2/6 and 3/5). The two Leaders 
of the Merfolk have a wild rank (marked as “?”). 
During the ‘Assemble Raiding Parties’ phase, you may 
choose which of the two ranks to use for a set. 

2. New Suits – Hanged, Helm and the Merfolk

• a total of 4 suits for 2 players
• a total of 5 suits for 3 or 4 players

At the end of the game 
this Leader scores 1 NP for 
each pair of Merfolk that 
the player recruited, which 
includes this Leader.
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Setup
Replace one Powder Monkey from the player’s starting deck with a Monkey.
• Variant: Add 1 Monkey to a player’s starting deck. This means that player starts

with an additional card.

During the ‘Assemble Raiding Parties’ phase, a Monkey adds 2 Strength (Str.) to your 
total Strength. You must have at least one set of crew to gain the Monkey’s Strength bonus.

3. The Monkey

The Monkey cards can be used to modify a player’s starting deck to 
give them a slight advantage. 

We find that this is best used to help the  the weakest or least 
experienced player/s. Alternatively, both players in a 2-player game 
could take a Monkey. 

Example: A pair plus 
a Monkey gives a total 
Raiding Party Strength of 
6 Str. However, without a 
set, your Party Strength 
would be 0 Str, as the +2 
is only a bonus. 

• If you have two cards with the same dual rank, you must choose a different rank for
each.

For example: If you have 2 copies of 1/7, one must be rank 1 and the other rank 7. 

• The two Merfolk Leaders have a wild rank (like the Parrots in the core game).
When you form a set using these cards, you can choose their rank (1–7, Qtr. or Cpt.).
However, they may not be a duplicate of any other card you have played.

Remember the core game rule: No Duplicates! You cannot have two Pirates 
representing the same Rank and Suit. 
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Quests add a new challenge to the game and offer new ways to get Notoriety Points. 
The reward for a Quest is a Chest token. These are worth points at the end of the 
game, or may be discarded during the game to use the Power shown on the token 
as a bonus action. These bonus actions could be just what you need to turn the tide 
in a close fight.

Setup
• Take two of the Quest cards, making a total of 6 Quests.
• Place these in view of all players, with the light side face up.
• Randomly place 6 Chest tokens face down on the empty

spaces on the Quest cards.

If you have met or exceeded the conditions for a Quest at the 
end of your turn, you may claim the respective Chest.
• You may claim only one Chest per turn.
• Chest spaces on the Quest cards are not refilled.

4.1 Chests and Quests Do not use The Port module when 
using Quests!

Use these 
cards for 
your first 
game.

When all Chests have been taken from the light side of a Quest card, flip the card and 
refill the spaces with the remaining chests. If the dark side of a card has been cleared, 
remove the card from the game.

Chests are worth 1 NP at the end of the game, or can instead be used for their 
Power, which is shown on the lower part of the token. After resolving the Power on 
a Chest, return the used Chest token to the box.

This is a bonus action and can be played at any time during your turn, even before your 
Command action.
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4.2 The Port Do not use Quests when playing The Port module! 

This module allows you to purchase Chests during the game. It can 
be either be used in combination with the Heroes module, or on 
its own. 

Setup
• Stack 10 Chest tokens on the card, Chest side up.

Buying a Chest
• Anytime during your turn, you may spend 3 coins to take

2 Chests from the Port card. Choose one of the 2 chests (based
on their Powers) and return the other Chests to the bottom of
the stack on the card.

Use Chests as described in section 4.1: ‘Chests and Quests’.

Explanation of QuestExplanation of Quests
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5. Heroes & Heroines Must be combined with Chests & Quests 
or The Port!

This module adds historical and fictional characters 
with significant Strength to a Raiding Party. These 
cards will also give you Notoriety Points at the end 
of the game. The characters are Leaders, and all 
feature the new Power ‘Order’, in addition to a Hero 
specific Power.

Setup
Shuffle all 5 Hero cards and reveal cards equal to the number of players plus 1. (For  
2 /3/4  players, add 3/4/5  Heroes.) Place these face up in reach of all the players, set 
apart from the Tavern Row. Put the remaining Hero cards back in the box, as they will 
not be used in this game.

Recruiting a Hero
You recruit only one Hero per game. This is a bonus action and can be done at any time 
during your turn.

• Choose 1 of the available Heroes. Pay 2 of your Chests, returning them to the box.
Then add the selected Hero to your Ship Area. Heroes do not occupy a new
recruit slot.

• Choose 1 of the Hero’s Powers and resolve
that Power.

As recruiting a Hero is a bonus action, you resolve 
the rest of your turn as usual. Boarding the Hero is 
not a Command.

Example: With a pair 
plus Blackbeard, your 
total Raiding Party 
Strength would be 7 Str. 
However, a single pirate 
plus Blackbeard would 
be 0 Str.

IMPORTANT: You must still play one Command 
on your turn.

During the ‘Assemble Raiding Parties’ phase, if you 
have at least one set, add your Hero’s Strength (Str.) 
to your total Raiding Party Strength.

• You must have at least 1 set of Pirates to gain
your Heroe’s Strength bonus.

• At the end of the round, add your Hero to your
discard pile, along with all your other Pirates.

When playing a Hero from your hand, add them to 
the Ship Area using the Board Command, just like 
all other Pirates.
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Setup 
General Setup / 4-player game:

• Construct the Pirate deck with the number of suits required for the player count
(see Setup, p. 3 and Core Rules Changes, p. 4).

• Take 30 cards from the Pirate deck and shuffle them together with 7 of the
Tentacle cards.

• Return these 37 cards to the top of the Pirate deck.
• Fill the Tavern Row with 5 cards from the Pirate deck.
• Place the remaining Tentacle card beneath the rightmost card in the Tavern Row.

This is the Threat Row (see Setup, p. 3).

2-player game:
• Use 6 of the 8 Tentacle cards.
• Shuffle 5 Tentacle cards into the

top 25 cards.

3-player game:
• Use 7 of the 8 Tentacle cards.
• Shuffle 6 Tentacle cards into the

top 30 cards.

6. Enter the Kraken

This module is designed to accelerate the early game. It also 
strengthens the Brawl action and provides a new focus for Attacks.

It is not recommended that you combine Enter the Kraken with the 
Cursed module. However, there are special setup rules below that allow 
for this.

The Legendary Achievement ‘Fearless’ was designed 
to be played with this module.

Attack/Brawl a Tentacle 
If any Tentacles have emerged, you may choose to fight the Kraken using the Attack 
or Brawl Powers.

Brawl
You may Brawl any Tentacle card that is in the Tavern Row, but not those in the 
Threat Row.
• Move the Brawled Tentacle card from the Tavern Row to an empty space of your

choice in the Threat Row.

If the Threat Row is full, then replace one of the cards that is already there. Place the
removed card in the Pirate discard pile.
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Attack
You may Attack any Tentacle in either the Tavern Row or the Threat Row.
• You gain the Attacked Tentacle card and place it in your Ship Area (Boarding).

Tentacles do not occupy a Recruit space.
• You may then resolve the Power shown on the Tentacle card.
• This card remains in play until the end of the round.
• During the ‘Assemble Raiding Parties’ phase, each Tentacle you have in play adds

2 Strength (Str.) to your total Strength. You must have at least one set of Pirates to
gain the Tentacle’s additional Strength.

IMPORTANT: At the end of the round, each card in the Threat Row must be moved 
up into the space directly above it in the Tavern Row. Any card in that space is placed 
in the Pirate discard pile.

• Immediately refill the empty space with a new card from the Pirate deck.
• You may resolve the Power shown on the Brawled Tentacle card.
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Setup
When constructing the Pirate deck, shuffle The Cursed together with 
the Pirate cards, adding Cursed Pirate cards equal to the number of 
players plus 2. (For 2/3/4 players, add 4/5/6 Cursed Pirates.)

It is not recommended that you combine The Cursed with the Kraken 
module. However, there are special setup rules below that allow for this.

Attack/Brawl The Cursed 
If any Cursed Pirates have emerged, you may choose to fight them with the Attack or 
Brawl Powers.

Brawl
You may Brawl any Cursed Pirate that is in the Tavern Row, but not those in the 
Threat Row.
• Move the Brawled card from the Tavern Row to an empty space of your choice in

the Threat Row, as for the Tentacle cards in the Kraken module (see image, p. 11).

If the Threat Row is full, place the Brawled card on the Pirate discard pile.

• You may resolve the Power (Reinforce) shown on the Brawled card.

IMPORTANT: At the end of the round, each card in the Threat Row must be moved 
up into the space directly above it in the Tavern Row. Any card in that space is placed 
in the Pirate discard pile (see image, p. 11).

7. The Cursed

• At the end of the round, any Tentacles in your
Ship Area are placed in your personal discard
pile.

Example: If you have a pair and a Tentacle, 
your Raiding Party Strength would be 4 + 2: a 
total of 6 Str. However, a single Pirate and two 
Tentacles would be 0 Str.

Tentacles in your deck
Tentacles you have acquired remain in your deck for the rest of the game. You may 
Bury them, but you cannot Rescue, Swap or Order them. When you have a Tentacle 
card in your hand, you may add it to your Ship Area and resolve its Power using the 
Board Command, in the same way as a ranked Pirate.

The Legendary Achievement ‘Fearless’ was designed to be 
played with this module.
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Attack
You may Attack any Cursed Pirate, either in the Tavern Row or the Threat Row.
• Give the Attacked Cursed Pirate to an opponent of your choice.
• They must place it in their Ship Area.
• You may resolve the Reinforce Power shown on the card. Your opponent does not

gain the Power.
• This Cursed Pirate remains in play until the end of the round.
• During the ‘Assemble Raiding Parties’ phase, each Cursed Pirate you have in play

subtracts 2 Str from your total Strength, as long as you have (at least) one set of
Pirates in play.

If you have a Cursed Pirate in your Ship Area, you may Attack it. When you do, give 
the Attacked Cursed Pirate to an opponent of your choice. You may not resolve the 
Power shown on the card when you Attack it in the Ship Area.

The Cursed in your deck
The Cursed Pirates you have acquired remain in your deck for the rest of the game. 
When you have a Cursed Pirate in your hand, you may add it to your Ship Area and 
resolve its Power using the Board Command, in the same way as a ranked Pirate. In 
future turns, you may Attack them, in order to pass them to another player, but you 
cannot Bury Cursed Pirates!

• For a 2-player game, shuffle 3 Kraken and
3 Cursed cards into the Pirate deck.

• For three players,use 4 Kraken and 4 Cursed.
• For four players, use 6 Kraken and 4 Cursed.

Then, for all player counts, place 1 extra Tentacle 
card in the Threat row.

The cards from Enter the Kraken and Cursed 
suits dilute the Pirate deck significantly, and 
add more challenge. It is not recommended as a 
standard variant.

Setup for Kraken plus Cursed Variant
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New Powers

Order
Reuse the Power of a Pirate already in your Ship Area or New Recruit Area.

• When a Pirate has been Ordered, rotate the card 90 degrees
counter-clockwise to indicate that it cannot be Ordered again this round.

• If the Pirate has a choice of Powers, select one and resolve it.
• Leaders cannot be Ordered.

Salvage
Plunder the top card of the face-up Treasure discard pile. You must sell it or 
keep it, as you would for the Plunder Power.

• If you Sell it, return the Salvaged Treasure card to the box, as it will no
longer be used in this game.

• If the Treasure discard pile is empty after you perform Salvage, form a new
Treasure discard pile by placing the top card of the Treasure deck face up.

Reinforce
Draw the indicated number of cards from the top of your Ship deck and add 
them to your hand. Then discard any 1 card from your hand. It may be a card 
that you have just drawn.

Swap
Replace a Pirate in your Ship Area or New Recruit Area with a Pirate from the 
Tavern Row. 
• The newly acquired Pirate’s Powers are not activated.
• You cannot swap the Pirate used to perform the Swap action.
• Leaders cannot be swapped, in either direction.

Share
All other players gain 1 Coin from the supply.

Port
Look at the top 2 chests on the Port card. Take 1 and return the other to the 
bottom of the stack on the Port card.
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New Legendary Achievements

Ambitious
At the end of the game, 
the player who has re-
cruited the most Crew 
with ranks 1, 2 and 3 
gains 2 NP.

Collector
At the end of the game, 
each player gains 1 NP 
for each set of 3 coins 
they have.

Fearless
The player with the most 
Tentacle and/or Cursed 
cards in their deck gains 
2 NP.

Black Caesar’s Lookout
Look at the top 4 cards of your Ship deck. Choose 1 and return the rest to 
the top of the Ship deck, in any order.

Ching Shih’s Swap and Order
Replace a Pirate in your Ship Area or New Recruit Area with a Pirate from 
the Tavern Row. You may Order the card you take.

Unique Hero Powers
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